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Introduction

Next steps

Methodology and preliminary results

The “1979 UN International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue” defines "Search" all those operations aimed
at locating people that are in distress or immediate danger, and "Rescue“ those operations aimed at recovering people
in peril and providing them with medical first aid or any other care and support they may need.
Worldwide SAR protocols have been developed over the years as a result of drills and training that have led to the
creation in North Europe of Maritime Incident Response Groups (MIRG). In case of naval accidents, these MIRG
purpose to help the crew on board of the ship in distress, supporting the operations to contain the accident. The goal is
to avoid abandonment of the ship, allowing them to return to port where possible.

Ø In June 2023 is planned a visit to the MIRG base in Rotterdam (Netherlands) and the participation
at the World Maritime Rescue Congress (https://wmrc2023.com/)

Ø Summer 2023 visit at Galileo European SAR System in Brussels (https://www.euspa.europa.eu/)
Ø At the begin of 2024 is scheduled a visit to the MIRG base in Stockholm (Sweden) and to the

RI.SE. (https://www.ri.se/en) research institutes of Sweden.
Ø I am working also on the planning of a training exercise at the Port of Piombino where a Floating

Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU) is moored. This unit perform a very critical role during this time
of international unrest, transforming the liquefied natural gas (LNG) gas into ready to use
methane. During the drill I will observe and assess the emergency procedures including the
aspects related to communication, organization as well as the interaction among the different
teams (thus evaluating the the professional culture divides). Hopefully, this exercise will prompt
for a serious exchange at the institutional level to develop a MIRG approach in Italy.

Ø Additionally, I would hope to also to participate to an official MIRG exercise engaging the Italian
Fire Service and the Italian coast guard, with navy support, as done in Northern Europe.

The field work aimed at collecting and analyzing data consists of different phases. With the
first step I gathered the available institutional and legal documents, produced at a national
and an international level, in order to have a better insight of the legal framework regulating
jurisdiction, rule of engagement, hierarchies and responsibilities of SAR operations.
Then, a second phase, which is ongoing, consist of interviews and questionnaires to captains
and crew members to assess perceptions and point of views of the various individuals
involved in the SAR and MIRG, i.e., sector experts, Commanders of the ship, members of
Rescue Teams. I have already visited the MIRG centers in Finland and will soon visit the MIRG
center in Rotterdam (Netherland) & Stockholm (Sweden). On the right is visible one of the
map created by the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA), accidents at sea are very
frequently in Northern Europe, and their experience is a great resource for my research.
Through the information already collected with the questionnaires, it appears that Finnish
professional rescue teams consider essential “shared training” with Ship Commanders from
different geographical areas to enhance collaboration and cultural understanding. The MIRG
approach is a novelty also in in North Europe and the number of calls for these specialized
teams are spare, yet these countries continue investing in equipment, training and
preparedness, to be ready to handle complex and long-lasting incidents at sea.
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Starting from a comparative and multi-
scale analysis of the scientific maritime
emergency literature, covering socio-
cultural, anthropological and technical
perspectives, this research focuses on:
• Deepening our understanding of the

SAR at sea procedures in Italy;
• Comparing such state of the art with

that of other advanced countries;
• Understanding role and authority of

the Commander of a ship in distress;
• Understanding the modus operandi

of MIRG rescue teams;
• Developing a specific disaster

management model for maritime
maxi-emergencies.
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